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UPGRADE SMOOTH AS SILCA

RIDDEN AND R ATED

WE SAY...

Not one to own –
merely a pump to
be custodian of for
later generations

BENCHMARK

LEZYNE ALLOY
FLOOR DRIVE
£59.99

L
SILCA SUPER PISTA

£42 › Classic Italian-designed track pump

T

he original Silca Pista dates from the
swinging – or pumping – Sixties. Its
robust 1½in diameter barrel and 3/8in
plunger remain unchanged 50 years
later, and it’s no surprise that if you
walk into any long-established bike shop you’re
likely to see this iconic pump in daily use.
There are some concessions to modern
production – the barrel’s top cap is now injectionmoulded plastic, the three-prong cast foot has
been replaced by twin-footed reinforced
aluminium – but take it apart and you’ll find that
below the plunger’s return spring and stainless
plate Silca still uses a half-inch-thick leather slab
as the pressure seal. The gauge is accurate – we
checked it against a modern digital sensor – and
even features the same illustrated design as the
original. The 36in real rubber hose is capped with
a machined alloy head with a flip-chuck that’ll
handle Presta and Schrader – not a smart head,
just an old-fashioned flippable rubber grommet
nestled within a nicely toleranced threaded head.
Thanks to its tapered shape the 8in wooden

handle is comfortable. The chuck’s flip-lock is a
simple rod and less tactile, but it is robust and
locks on tenaciously, even on valve extenders
which some modern heads struggle with. The
Super Pista will consistently hit 100psi in 21
strokes, and continued up to nearly 200psi
without blowing its seals. And despite its narrow
foot it was stable on our workshop floor.
Every spare part is available, from £8 for the
gauge to a quid for washers, with the 20-bar rated
rubber hose available cut-to-length from auto or
hardware stores. The Super Pista really does
prove that if something ain’t broke, why fix it. Its
design was right 50 years ago and it’s still spot-on
today. Considering the quality and that you can
repair and service it, the price is impressive too.
www.paligap.cc

+
+
+
+
+
HIGHS Brilliant value, spares available
+
LOWS Foot on the narrow side
+
+
RATING ★★★★★ +
+

STROKES TO 100PSI: 23
ezyne really delivers with this
classic pump. It has a clear gauge,
a superbly reassuring feel – aided
by its comfortable varnished wooden
handle – while the CNC-machined
base and 15mm shaft make it very
stable. Add in a long hose and great
build quality and you’ve got a more
than competent pump, but what
really makes it stand out is Lezyne’s
excellent Flip-Thread chuck. This does
away with a locking lever, the
reversible head screwing directly –
and very securely – onto Presta valves
for leak-free pumping every time. It’s
slightly slower to attach, but worth it,
and makes bent Presta valves a thing
of the past. Comes in four colours too.
www.upgradebikes.co.uk

★★★★★

PERFECT PARTNER
TIP TOP TT04 SPORT £4.99

There was a time when patches were
nearly as thick as a tyre – and you could
virtually see the bump a repair made.
Not with today’s thin patches. This kit
comes with vulcanising solution, four
small patches, one large patch and
emery paper.
www.madison.co.uk
★★★★★

ALSO CONSIDER...
FOR HIGHER PRESSURES
TOPEAK JOE BLOW ACE
£99.99

STROKES TO 100PSI: 15
This two-barrel pump is capable of
inflating tyres up to 260psi! The
rubberised handle is very comfy and the
twin-barrel design makes it the fastest
and easiest inflator on the market.
www.extrauk.co.uk
★★★★★

FOR BUILD QUALITY
SPECIALIZED AIR TOOL HP
£44.99

STROKES TO 100PSI: 27
Its long hose, chunky head, easy-to-read
gauge, stability and price are impressive.
The SwitchHitter head automatically fits
Presta and Schrader valves, and the
broad base is totally stable.
www.specialized.com
★★★★★

FOR VALUE
TOPEAK JOE BLOW SPORT
£36.99

STROKES TO 100PSI: 22
We’d have preferred a longer hose, but
this is very stable, has a chunky handle
and is great quality. The gauge isn’t that
large but as it’s located a third of the way
up the barrel it’s still easy to read.
www.extrauk.co.uk
★★★★★
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